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Ipilimumab Mechanism of Action:
Blocks CTLA-4, Potentiates T-Cell Function
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Ipilimumab Clinical Development


Initial indication is metastatic melanoma



Administered to > 2650 patients with
melanoma in phase I, II, and III clinical trials
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Typical Ipilimumab Dosing Regimen in
Phase 2 and 3 Clinical Trials
Maintenance

Induction

Study
Week 1

4

7 10 13

Ipi Ipi Ipi Ipi

24

36

Ipi

Ipi

Follow-up

Ipi

Tumor assessments

OS (usually)

Ipilimumab Q3 weeks x4

Ipilimumab Q12 weeks

(Based on e.g. pre-clinical data (mouse efficacy), PK, early clinical efficacy and safety)
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Response to Ipilimumab:
1 Patient Example
Week 72
Durable & ongoing response

Week 16

Week 12

Screening

Courtesy of K. Harmankaya
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MDX010-20: Study Design
• Ph III, randomized (1:3:1), double-blind, 13 countries, 125 centers

Pre-treated
Metastatic
Melanoma
(N=676)

R
A
N
D
O
M
I
Z
E

Ipilimumab (3 mg/kg) + placebo (N = 137)
Ipilimumab (3 mg/kg) + gp100*

(N = 403)

gp100 + placebo

(N = 136)

* gp100 = an experimental melanoma peptide vaccine
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MDX010-20:
Kaplan-Meier Analysis of Survival
Survival Rate

Patients
at Risk

1

2

1 Year

2 Year

C: ipi + pbo

46%

24%

B: ipi + gp100

44%

22%

A: gp100

25%

14%

3

4

Years

Ipi + gp100 403

297

223

163

115

81

54

42

33

24

17

7

6

4

0

Ipi + pbo

137

106

79

56

38

30

24

18

13

13

8

5

2

1

0

gp100+pbo 136

93

58

32

23

17

16

7

5

5

3

1

0

0

0

Hodi FS, et al. N Engl J Med. 2010;363:711-23
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MDX010-20: Analysis of Survival
Comparison

HR

p-value

Ipi + gp100 vs. gp100

0.68

0.0004

Ipi vs. gp100

0.66

0.0026

Ipi + gp100 vs. Ipi

1.04

0.7575

• Cox model stratified by baseline M-stage and prior IL-2 treatment
• HR = hazard ratio
• P-value from stratified log-rank test
Hodi FS, et al. N Engl J Med. 2010;363:711-23
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Ipilimumab – Summary
Novel biological effect
 Immunological MoA
 Reflected in efficacy and safety
Unprecedented results in advanced melanoma
 First survival benefit in randomized trial (x2!)
 4-month improvement in median OS in MDX010-20
Robust results: broad consistency
 Within phase III study MDX010-20 (all endpoints and subgroups)
 Between phase II and III (MDX010-20)
U.S. marketing approval 25 March 2011 for advanced melanoma
Long-term benefit in a subgroup of patients (some CR > 6 yrs)


“This long-term survival in patients with metastatic melanoma is
important, and it will be critical to determine biomarkers that will
predict this outcome, so that the therapy can be personalized to the
proper patient population.” Hwu 2010 NEJM
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Introduction to Biomarkers
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A Biomarker Definition
“A characteristic that is objectively measured and
evaluated as an indicator of normal biologic processes,
pathogenic processes, or pharmacologic responses to a
therapeutic intervention.“
(CLIN PHARMACOL THER 2001;69:89-95)
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Pharmacologic Biomarker Roles
Pharmacodynamic biomarker
 Changes during treatment, possibly dose or exposure dependent,
reflects an agent’s biology, may help clarify MoA
– E.g. T cell subsets, ALC
Prognostic biomarker (i.e. “general predictive”)
 Measured before treatment to indicate long-term outcome for patients
untreated or receiving standard treatment
– E.g. baseline LDH, baseline ALC
Predictive biomarker (i.e. “specifically predictive”)
 Measured before treatment to estimate likelihood of benefit (or harm)
from a particular therapy
– E.g. ER, HER2, KRAS
Early predictive biomarker (“intermediate endpoint”; Surrogate?)
 Measured early in treatment course to estimate likelihood of later benefit
(or harm) – to “get an early read”; can be treatment specific
– E.g. PET scans, change in ALC?
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Lymphocytes as Biomarkers
Tumor Biopsies

Peripheral Blood

T Cells
B and NK
Cells

Absolute Lymphocyte
Count (ALC)

TILs
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Standard Lab Measurements as
Potential Source of Biomarkers
• Fancy modern assays are important
•

•

•

Genomics (mRNA, miRNA, SNPs, NGS, CNV, epigenetics,
etc.)
HT antigen profiling, flow cytometry, protein profiling,
metabolomics
And others…

• But don’t forget to look at the low-hanging fruit,
e.g. simple routine lab tests, and demographic
variables:
•
•

•

Cheap or free
Easier to get data for nearly all patients in most or all
clinical trials
But… don’t be a drunk under a lamppost either… don’t
restrict your search to these, but don’t ignore them.
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ALC Analysis Objectives
•

Did ipilimumab modulate ALC levels during induction (i.e. is
it a pharmacodynamic biomarker)?

•

Was Overall Survival (OS) or *Durable Disease Control (DDC)
associated with baseline ALC (i.e. is it a prognostic and/or
predictive biomarker)?

•

Was OS or DDC associated with on-treatment ALC, e.g.
summary measures such as the rate of change in ALC during
the induction-dosing period (i.e. is it an intermediate
biomarker)?

* DDC = Durable Disease Control = a classification of extent of tumor
shrinkage = CR, PR, or prolonged SD (lasting at least 24 weeks from first
dose)
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ALC Data: several time points
available for most patients
• Minimal selection (ascertainment) bias:






Across the studies, from 98.8 to 100% of treated subjects
were included in Pharmacodynamic analyses
From 87.8 to 100% of treated subjects were included in the
baseline ALC analyses
From 68.3 to 88.0% of treated subjects were included in the
intermediate-endpoint analyses

• Number of ALC evaluations per subject in the inductiondosing period (for Pharmacodynamic analyses):



Median = 5 (MDX010-20; CA184004)
Median = 6 (CA184007, CA184008, and CA184022
combined)
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Graphical Listing: ALC vs. Time

100’s of
individual
time profiles;
analyze by
• extended
linear
models, or
• analysis of
derived
response
features
(summary
measures for
each patient)
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Pharmacodynamic
Analyses of ALC
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Pharmacodynamic Analyses of ALC
• Extended linear regression-spline model


Model for ALC mean:
• trt + linear splines of time + trt x time interaction
• Patient-specific knots at actual dosing dates



Model for ALC covariance:
• Independence among subjects
• Spatial-exponential (Euclidean distance) within-subject
correlation structure: h(sij, ρ) = exp( -sij / ρ ), s = | Ti – Tj |

• Linear spline function:
f(T) = β0 + β1T + β2(T – a)+ + β3(T – b)+ + β4(T – c)+
where (u)+ = u, u > 0
0, u ≤ 0
[e.g. Harrell (2001) Regression Modeling Strategies, Chpt 2; Fitzmaurice, Laird,
Ware 2004 (2011?) Applied Longitudinal Analysis]
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Linear Regression Splines Example
A Linear Spline Function:
f(T) = β0 + β1T + β2(T – a)+
+ β3(T – b)+ + β4(T – c)+

Linear Spline Basis Functions
• 3 knots partition domain into 4
pieces, so need 4 basis functions
to allow 4 different slopes
28

Patient-Specific Knots at Dosing Dates
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Patient-Specific Knots at Dosing Dates
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Dose-Dependent Increase in ALC
(Similar ALC changes seen
in CA184004, 007, 008)
Thick curves show fitted means.
Thin curves show pointwise two-sided
95% confidence intervals for the
means.
Gray vertical lines show nominal dosing
days.
Mean ALC was estimated via an
extended linear model, with linear
splines and a spatial-exponential
within-subject correlation structure.
Based on PD data set (n = 213)
Comparison

CA184-022

Overall time effect

Wolchok et al. Lancet Oncol 2010; 11:155-64.

p-value
< 0.0001

Overall time-by-dose interaction

0.0044

0.3 vs. 3 mg/kg interaction

0.41

0.3 vs. 10 mg/kg interaction

0.0005

3 vs. 10 mg/kg interaction

0.042
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ALC increased after ipilimumab*,
but not gp100, treatment
Thick curves show fitted means.
Thin curves show pointwise twosided 95% confidence intervals for
the means.
Gray vertical lines show nominal
dosing days.
Mean ALC was estimated via an
extended linear model, with linear
splines and a spatial-exponential
within-subject correlation structure.
Based on PD data set (n = 639)
Comparison

MDX010-20

Overall time effect

* 3 mg/kg

p-value
< 0.0001

Overall time-by-trt interaction

0.013

ipi vs. gp100 interaction

0.0055

ipi+gp100 vs. gp100 interaction

0.0049

ipi vs. ipi+gp100 interaction

0.73
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Association between ALC
and Response to
Ipilimumab
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Graphical Listing Zoom: Slope as a
Summary Measure (“Derived Feature”)

Slope3 = rate of change in ALC from dose 1 (time 0) to dose 3 (time 6)
1st order approx of time profile: is it tending to go up or down, and at what rate.
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Some Good Things about Slope
(Compared to e.g. CFB)
• Can avoid noise introduced by arbitrary windowing of visits
• Can incorporate extra information: we often have > 2 ALC
assessments in the time period of interest. Slope allows us to
incorporate this extra information to get more precise
estimates
• Addresses general trend over time, rather than specific
change between 2 arbitrary time points.
• Caveat: including data from unscheduled visits can in theory
introduce bias, since time is no longer an “exogenous”
variable; may contain information about e.g. response status or
OS. (See e.g. Diggle, Heagerty, Liang, Zeger. Analysis of
Longitudinal Data, 2002.)
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Association between Tumor Response
and Rate of Change in ALC (Slope3)
No DDC

DDC
(Result
replicated in
CA184004)
N with
DDC

Slope3
CA184-007,008,022

No
DDC

Slope3 < 0
4/49
(8.2%)
38/211
(18.2%)

n = 339
Solid horizontal lines are
at median Slope3 within a
panel
DDC = “Activity” =
CR, PR, or prolonged SD
(lasting at least 24 weeks
from first dose)

ALC3

ALC Report Figure S.3.2.2

Group
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ALC
ALC1
ALC3
Slope3
Slope5

Study

N

p-value

Odds Ratio

95% CI

CA184007, 008, 022

290

0.592

1.13

(0.71, 1.77)

CA184004

57

0.078

0.44

(0.14, 1.08)

CA184007, 008, 022

260

0.105

1.34

(0.94, 1.91)

CA184004

45

0.906

0.95

(0.35, 2.21)

CA184007, 008, 022

260

0.009

1.53

(1.11, 2.12)

CA184004

45

0.023

2.93

(1.13, 10.31)

CA184007, 008, 022

218

0.062

1.49

(0.98, 2.29)

CA184004

45

0.051

4.26

(0.99, 27.12)

ALC1 = baseline ALC; ALC3 = ALC at or just prior to ipilimumab induction dose 3;
Slope3 = rate of change in ALC from ALC1 to ALC3; Slope5 = rate of change in ALC over the induction-dosing period.
Units for ALC1 and ALC3 are 1000 cells/uL. Units for Slope3 and Slope5 are 1000 cells/uL/week.
Linear logistic regression was used to model the probability of DDC as an additive function of ipilimumab dose and ALC
measure. Each measure was used as a continuous-valued predictor.
The Odds Ratio gives the fold-change in odds of DDC when increasing ALC1 or ALC3 by 1 unit, or Slope3 or Slope5 by 0.1 unit.
P-value is for a logistic regression likelihood-ratio test (LRT) of whether the odds ratios = 1.
Confidence intervals are based on profile-likelihood.
N = number of subjects included in the analysis

ALC Report Table S.3.2.4

Association Between ALC and DDC:
3 and 10 mg/kg ipilimumab pooled
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Rate of Change in ALC was Associated
with Overall Survival: Discovery
Slope3
associated
with OS:
P < 0.0001
N = 393

CA184007, 008, 022

HR (75th vs
25th %tile) =
0.71
36-month
OS update
Cox PH
model,
landmark
analysis,
continuous
Slope3
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Rate of Change in ALC was Associated
with Overall Survival: Replication
Slope3
associated with
OS:
P = 0.0094
N = 56
HR (75th vs
25th %tile) =
0.73

CA184-004

30-month OS
update
Cox PH model,
landmark
analysis,
continuous
Slope3
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General vs. Specific Prediction
Studies with no “negative control” arm: at best
can estimate prognostic utility of a biomarker,
e.g. predict OS.
Need studies with control arms to examine
biomarker prediction of treatment effect.
So, what about association between Slope3 and
OS in MDX010-20, which does have a non-ipi
control arm?
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But why did you dichotomize?
• “It may be necessary temporarily to accept a lesser evil, but one
must never label a necessary evil as good.” (Margaret Mead)
• Yes, dichotomization often (usually) is a bad idea.
• Problems amply documented; see, e.g.,
Patrick Royston, Douglas G. Altman, and Willi Sauerbrei. Dichotomizing continuous
predictors in multiple regression: a bad idea. Stat Med, 25:127-141, 2006.

•

Valerii Fedorov, Frank Mannino, and Rongmei Zhang. Consequences of dichotomization.
Pharm Stat, 8:50-61, 2009.

•

D. G. Altman, B. Lausen, W. Sauerbrei, and M. Schumacher. Dangers of using `optimal'
cutpoints in the evaluation of prognostic factors. J Nat Cancer Inst, 86:829-835, 1994.
•

•

http://biostat.mc.vanderbilt.edu/wiki/Main/CatContinuous#roy06dic

But see also Peter Westfall. Improving power by dichotomizing (even under normality). Stat
Biopharm Res, 2010, re multiple-comparisons context.

•

• Here, was solely for illustration. Modeling used Slope3 as a
continuous variable!
• This distinction can be difficult to convey to collaborators, and lead
to confusion. Perhaps trichotomization would be less troublesome?
• Timing is important. If do dichotomize, the later the better, e.g. on
probability scale after modeling, when a decision required.
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A Statistician’s Threshold Aversion
Predicted Non-Responders?
100%

Predicted Responders?

Threshold

↑
Estimated
Probability
of
Response

True difference, or
Measurement error, or
Temporal variation

↓

0%
← Biomarker Value →
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Dichotomizing does Simplify Life

http://xkcd.com/74/
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But Simplicity is Over-rated
The pure and simple truth is rarely pure and never
simple.
Oscar Wilde

All truth is simple... is that not doubly a lie?
Friedrich Nietzsche

For every complex problem there is an answer that
is clear, simple, and wrong.
H. L. Mencken

Make everything as simple as possible, but not
simpler.
Albert Einstein?

Seek simplicity, and distrust it.
Alfred North Whitehead
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An MD’s Threshold Aversion
“It is easier to think in black and white than in shades of
gray. Doctors - and I am as guilty of this as any other too easily offer dichotomies… We do not do a good job
of communicating the magnitude of harms and benefits,
or how confident we are in them… the moment you try to
move away from presenting simplified pictures… you
have
to
start
using
numbers
to
express
yourself. Statistics, even simple ones, do not come
easily to most of us. Nevertheless, there is no excuse
for doctors not doing their best to use them in as helpful
a manner as possible.”
Druin Burch, MD (Natural History 2009)
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Rate of Change in ALC was Associated with Overall
Survival: but was it Predictive of Response to Ipilimumab?
(Figure based on Arbitrary Reference Levels)
(n = 481)

High Slope3 = 75th
percentile of Slope3
distribution in ALC3
data set (0.061 x 1000
cells/uL/week).

Expected Survival
MDX010-20

Slope3 = rate of change
in ALC from baseline to
at or just prior to dose
3.

Low Slope3 = 25th
percentile of Slope3
distribution in ALC3
data set (-0.011 x 1000
cells/uL/week).

Months since Randomization

 Significant association between Slope3 and OS (p = 0.00032)
 Inconclusive evidence for association between Slope3 and

Expected OS from Cox PH
model stratified on
prior use of IL2 and
baseline M-stage, and
including the following
linear predictors:
Slope3, treatment
group, and Slope3-bytreatment interaction.

benefit of ipilimumab (p = 0.14), i.e. Slope3-by-Trt interaction
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Is ALC Slope3 associated with OS benefit of
ipilimumab? We’re not sure (yet). (Figure, Ditch
the Arbitrary Reference Levels)
(n = 381)
No OS
Benefit

↓

MDX010-20

Increasing
OS Benefit
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ALC Conclusions
• On-treatment ALC is a pharmacodynamic biomarker
for ipilimumab




Dose-dependent increases
Increases begin early after first dose
Increases seen also with ipi + chemo combination therapy

• High baseline ALC is a positive prognostic biomarker
with ipilimumab, gp100, and the combination
• Change in ALC was associated with OS
• An apparent association between change in ALC and
OS benefit of ipilimumab was suggested but not
definitively established.



Is the Treatment x Slope3 interaction real?
If so, is it large enough to have current clinical utility? Future?
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Future Directions


On-going study of ALC and many additional
candidates, as predictive or intermediate
biomarkers for ipilimumab
– efficacy
– safety



On-going study of biomarkers to better understand
MoA



Biomarker combinations



Estimation of predictive-model performance,
decision-theoretic analysis, clinical utility



Generalizability to other indications, other settings
(e.g. adjuvant), and/or combination therapies?
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Some Biomarker Challenges


Endpoint selection: appropriate joint analysis of efficacy and safety
and/or multiple efficacy endpoints?



Biomarker sample acquisition: avoiding selection bias and toosmall n



Biomarker variability
– among and within tissues
– over time
Look for the right thing(s) in the right way(s) in the right place(s) at the
right time(s)



Multi-endpoint, multi-biomarker, multi-timepoint, multi-treatment
analyses?



Extrapolating
– monotherapy results to combination therapies
– among different combination therapies
– among treatment regimens (e.g. schedule, dose)
– among indications, e.g., diseases, prior therapy or not, adjuvant vs. not
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